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 The Excel Compare & Merge functionality has been extended to automatically identify rows that are identical. Excel Compare & Merge can now simultaneously compare ranges in the same workbook and automatically create a comparison report. The changes are based on the user""s... 3.0 4/7/2011 8.2 MB Regrars To facilitate the import, export and manipulation of data, Excel 2007 introduces an
extremely powerful data management tool called the Table of Contents. Now you can import, export, modify, delete or reorder any data in any of your... 1.04 4/28/2011 7.51 MB Impossible to add a column because your data is grouped together by a column. Using these tools, you can now quickly add a column and copy over all of the data from the original file into the new one. Each tool also has a...

4/21/2011 Identify duplicate cells in multiple workbooks Excel 2013 and Excel 2016 have built-in ways to identify duplicate data in multiple workbooks. Excel 2013 and Excel 2016 use data from external sources to automatically recognize duplicates based on names, location and other properties. There are two ways to identify duplicate cells: in an individual workbook, and in multiple workbooks.
Note: Your data... 4.9 10/14/2017 2.75 MB Impossible to create a balance sheet with a closing date because your data is grouped together by a column. Using these tools, you can now quickly create a balance sheet with a closing date and copy over all of the data from the original file into the new one. Each tool also has a... 5.48 9/1/2017 2.87 MB Add a new row in a table worksheet without changing
any of the other data. You can use this tool to add rows, columns and delete rows, columns, and worksheet tabs. You can also add borders, customize cell formatting and apply page breaks. The changes are based on the user’s selection.... 6.3 10/13/2017 3.25 MB Remove rows from a table worksheet without changing any of the other data. You can use this tool to remove rows, columns and pages. You

can also add borders, customize cell formatting and apply page breaks. The changes are 82157476af
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